Best & Taylor:
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS
OF MEDICAL PRACTICE,
8th ed.

—A Text in Applied Physiology

This is a major contribution to the world literature of physiology. While the book is basically a textbook for medical students, its clinical orientation, readability and comprehensiveness has given it a large following among practicing physicians throughout the world. Polish, Italian, Rumanian and Spanish translations have been made of previous editions.

The new eighth edition is the combined effort of 49 distinguished contributors, organized and edited under the skilful guidance of Drs. Best & Taylor. Areas in which substantial changes have been made: 1) two new chapters on cellular physiology; 2) a completely new chapter on muscle physiology; 3) the section on the nervous system very heavily revised and some chapters completely rewritten; 4) the section on digestion completely revised; 5) thorough revision of the section on circulation.

CONTENTS BY SECTION: Section I. THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Section II. THE SPECIAL SENSES. Section III. THE MUSCLE. Section IV. THE BLOOD AND LYMPH. Section V. CIRCULATION. Section VI. RESPIRATION. Section VII. DIGESTION. Section VIII. METABOLISM AND NUTRITION. Section IX. THE DUCTLESS GLANDS OR ENDOCRINES. Section X. THE EXCRETION OF URINE.

Edited by Charles Herbert Best, Professor and Lately Head of the Department of Physiology; Director of the Banting Best Department of Medical Research, University of Toronto; and Norman Burke Taylor, Lately Professor of the History of Medicine and Medical Literature, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada; formerly Professor of Physiology, University of Toronto.

1966 approx. 1600 pp. approx. 770 figs. $17.00
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Beginning in February '67

The American Society for Microbiology announces publication of

JOURNAL OF VIROLOGY

When the Journal of Bacteriology invited papers for its newly established Virology section, the response was overwhelming and impressive. The increasing number and outstanding quality of the articles submitted soon convinced the editors that a separate Virology journal was truly warranted. Thus the original idea of Journal of Virology was conceived.

Now the Journal of Virology is becoming a reality. Its purpose has been clearly defined—it will be "devoted to the advancement and dissemination of fundamental knowledge concerning viruses of bacteria, plants, and animals." Journal content will be drawn from original laboratory research in all areas of basic virology—biochemistry, biophysics, genetics, immunology, morphology, and physiology. Review papers and articles of a more applied nature will be excluded from the publication, but will continue to appear in the Society's Bacteriological Reviews and Applied Microbiology.

The Journal of Virology is indeed fortunate in having three distinguished virologists as its editors. Robert R. Wagner, M.D., Professor of Microbiology at the Johns Hopkins Medical School, is the Editor-in-Chief. Dr. Wagner is ably assisted by Norman P. Salzman, Ph.D., Chief of the Cell Biology Section of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and Lloyd M. Kozloff, Ph.D., Professor of Microbiology, at the University of Colorado Medical Center in Denver.

The Journal will be published bimonthly, one volume a year, beginning in February, 1967. Subscription cost per year is $20.00 in the United States and overseas. There is no postage charge for subscriptions outside the U.S.A.

Published by the American Society for Microbiology

Note: ASM members should subscribe through the Society.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Papers on laboratory, clinical, or statistical cancer research and critical reviews must be original and submitted exclusively to CANCER RESEARCH. Submit an original and 1 copy (complete with 2 sets of illustrations) in English only, on 8½ x 11 inch paper, with double spacing throughout.

Titles: Concise and informative.

Summary: At the beginning of the article; 250 words or less. Autonomous; avoid extraneous abbreviations.

Text: For style and arrangement, consult a recent issue of CANCER RESEARCH; adhere carefully to this format. Use separate pages for: title, author(s), and affiliation; summary; references; footnotes; legends for illustrations; and acknowledgments. Follow Webster's International Dictionary for spelling, punctuation, and hyphenation. Follow Chemical Abstracts for chemical terms.

General: Simplified spelling is preferred, e.g., analog, biologic, pipet, technic. Numerals are spelled out only at the beginning of a sentence. Use 1st, 2nd (not first, second, etc.) when referring to a series. Use 0.03, not .03. For ranges, use 30-45 (not 30 to 45) days. Use the symbol % instead of percent. For isotopes, use the style 32P, 14C, and cholesterol-4-14C. Do not use ditto marks or extraneous dashes in tables. Decimals are preferred to fractions.

Abbreviations: Explain all organic, biochemical, and similar abbreviations used in the text fully, and list in a common footnote; a single text citation (not in Summary) will then suffice. Avoid extraneous abbreviations, e.g., short words. Unit abbreviations, e.g., mg, µl, ml, 0°C, etc., do not require a period.

The following abbreviations are preferred: ml (not cc or cm³); µg (not γ); µl (not λ); sq mm (not mm²); cu mm (not mm³); gm (not g); ± and ≥ (not ≤ and ≥); No. (not #). Use Å; cpm, rpm, dpm; i.m., i.p., i.v., p.o., s.c.; hr, min, sec; mg/kg; mEq, IU; S.D., S.E.; RF, HN2. Distinguish clearly between millimole(s) [m mole(s)] and millimolar (mm). Do not abbreviate liter(s) or inch(es).

Footnotes: Designate footnotes to the title page and text by consecutive superscript numerals; footnotes to the tables, by superscript letters (a, b, etc.).

References: In alphabetical order according to author, giving all authors, title, journal, volume number, inclusive pages, and year. (Follow Chemical Abstracts for abbreviations of journals.) Give the name of the journal for papers in press. Papers in preparation or submitted for publication, unpub-lished data, and personal communications are cited parenthetically in the text or in footnotes.

For books, cite author, title, edition, publisher and city, editor(s) if any, and year. When citing specific chapters of a book, give both the title of the book and the chapter, as well as the above information. Verify all references.

Tables: Type tables on separate sheets, arrange vertically, and number using arabic numerals. Titles should be descriptive, and all columns must have headings. Abbreviations must be identified in a footnote. Do not repeat identical data in charts.

Charts: Number graphs and line-cut illustrations using arabic numerals; use large, bold numbers, letters, symbols, and lines. Original (vellum) line drawings (8 x 10 inches) in black India ink are preferred; glossy prints (5 x 7 inches) are acceptable if sharp and black. Supply a meaningful legend for each chart.

Figures: Photomicrographs and photographs must be clear, relevant, and essential. Color plates are accepted only if determined to be essential, and their expense must be assumed by the author.

Mount 1 set of figures on white cardboard; the total area utilized per plate should not exceed 7¼ x 9¼ inches. Number each figure directly, using arabic numerals. A legend for each figure is required; where applicable, supply stains and magnifications used, e.g., H & E, × 4000.

Changes in Proof: Any alterations from the original manuscript made in galley proof will be billed directly to the author. The editors reserve the right to reschedule or rescind publication of papers if proofs require unreasonable changes or are not returned promptly.

Reprints: Should be ordered before publication according to a schedule of prices accompanying the galley proof.

No responsibility is accepted by the Editors, by Cancer Research, Inc., or by the publisher of Cancer Research for opinions expressed by contributors.

Manuscripts and correspondence related to contributions should be addressed to: Dr. Michael B. Shimkin, Editor, CANCER RESEARCH, Fels Research Institute, Temple University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140.

Subscriptions and business inquiries should be addressed to the publisher, The Williams & Wilkins Co., 428 East Preston Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
Arresting Discovery on Tumor Growth

Announcing MMU, a tumor inhibitor from NBCo. 5 Mercaptomethyl Uracil (MMU), a new compound has just been reported. MMU displayed a marked inhibitory activity on mouse Ehrlich Carcinoma (fluid form), moderate inhibition of Sarcoma 180 (Ascitic & Ridgeway Osteogenic Sarcoma) and Taper Heptoma (Ascitic). MMU showed complete inhibition of Krebs II (Ascitic Tumor). (1). The inhibitory activity appears reasonable in view of the fact that 5 Hydroxymethyl Uracil occurs in DNA and hydroxymethylated reactions are involved in the biosynthesis of pyrimidines.

Another analog which has shown powerful inhibitory action in biological systems, including antitumor and antiviral effects, is 6 Mercaptopurine. (2).

To order, phone collect. 216-662-0212 (USA only). NBCo. guarantees shipment within 60 minutes of your call. One day delivery anywhere in the continental United States: 80 hours anywhere in the world. Send for our free catalog containing more than 3000 items.

PRICE SCHEDULE FOR:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>25 gram bottle</th>
<th>10 gram bottle</th>
<th>5 gram bottle</th>
<th>1 gram bottle</th>
<th>6 Mercaptopurine Hydrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Mercaptomethyl Uracil</td>
<td>MW: 158.2 C: 37.9 H: 3.8 N: 17.7</td>
<td>gram $ 9.90</td>
<td>gram 10.25</td>
<td>gram 10.90</td>
<td>gram 11.50</td>
<td>gram $ 4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mercaptopurine Hydrate</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 gram bottle</td>
<td>10 gram bottle</td>
<td>5 gram bottle</td>
<td>1 gram bottle</td>
<td>500 mg bottle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gram $ 4.50</td>
<td>gram 4.75</td>
<td>gram 5.00</td>
<td>gram 5.50</td>
<td>bottle 3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These products are offered for chemical and investigational use only. The literature references should not be interpreted as either an endorsement or disapproval of the biochemical by the cited investigation.